
~ 21 Days of Thanks ~ 

~ Day 8 ~ Freedom ~ 
    
   I appreciated Janice Joplin's belting powerhouse of a voice, but, alas, Pearl was not correct. Freedom is most 
definitely not just another word for nothing-left-to-lose, even if she and Bobby Magee thought so.  That would be 
slavery, its opposite. 
   We're thankful for freedom today, in its totality and immenseness as well as in all the mini-freedoms that accompany 
it. 
   We're thankful for ability, flexibility, immunity and opportunity, all words we associate with Freedom. But they come 
with some footnotes, additional info, kind of like the final seventeen seconds of the television commercial that's 
considerably softer in volume, spoken 350 mph faster than the first part, and full of disclaimers about side-effects and 
what the maker of the product is not responsible for.  
   Some have said if you play this part of the commercial backward, it sounds like "Stairway to Heaven". And, I don't 
know if I believe that's true, but either way, some restrictions may apply. 
   In case this didn't occur to you when we read yesterday about Independence, Freedom and the way we understand it 
is significantly different when it is group-of-people corporate and when it's just mine. Perhaps it shouldn't be that way, 
but it is. It's different when it's all of us, as opposed to just me. And, it's especially different when my personal Freedom 
bumps up against yours, and surely we can't both be right... 
   One of the things I've noticed is that we 21st Century folks parse Freedom differently than our parents and 
grandparents did, especially if they grew up in this country and were part of the wars of the 20th Century. Some of us 
may have caught the bug and understood the full gravity of their participation and influence, but as a society we're not 
remembering those parts of the Freedom equation as well as if we'd fought for it.  
   What they saw while fighting wars on other shores was Freedom being grasped at, just out of reach, oppressed out 
for some, and fought for, shoulder to shoulder, as if their life depended on it... because it did. And, while we may abhor 
violence and think war evil, the rich addition those soldiers earned themselves and gave back to the fabric of our 
culture was a taste of what it must have felt like for the colonist/settlers who wanted to turn this New World into a 
nation 250 years ago, and that Freedom sometimes has to be fought for. 
   It also gave them something else, the opportunity to help other nations find or reclaim Freedom, too. 
   For all the 21st century has given us, it has also removed from perspective view and wider experience what it means 
to earn national freedom. And so, it means we're less appreciative of it as part of our living. 
   We're ready to say anything, and do, to claim our right to freedom, but perhaps a bit too much of that has more to do 
with My freedom than Ours.  
   I don't know if Dr. King was the first to express this sentiment, but others shared it... Gandhi and Mandela among 
them... the idea that, until all of us are free none of us are.  Emma Lazarus wrote it in "A Quote from an Epistle to the 
Hebrews" in 1883. But we're likely more familiar with another word from Lazarus, a poem, inscribed at the base of the 
Statue of Liberty, about "tired, poor, huddled masses yearning to breathe free" and all of them welcome here, 
"homeless, tempest-tossed" to come to this door where the lamp is lifted high. 
   I am thankful for Freedom today, but it's good to have these reminders that we could do more to see that others 
know it and have it, too, right here at home. 
 
For the entire law is fulfilled in keeping this one command: "Love your neighbor as yourself."                       -Galatians 5:14 
 
A Thankfulness Question:  What keeps some people from the ability to be free? 
 

A Prayer: Open my eyes that I may see glimpses of truth you have for me. Open my eyes, illumine me.      -Amen 
 

~ Take some time to journal and to knock the dust off some of the past understandings of Freedom we may have let slip away. ~ 
 
 
 



~ 21 Days of Thanks ~ 

~ Day 9 ~ Reasoning & Choosing ~ 
    
   Sometimes we wish to be blissfully unaware... Like the birds, the deer or the backyard lizards and dragonflies, we 
believe it would be nice not to have to make so many decisions. Wouldn't it be great not to have to do so much 
reasoning and so much choosing? 
   For everyone who encounters too many instances in their life when they are given no choice, there are plenty others 
who would gladly just follow the road without having to be concerned about what to do when there's a fork in it. 
   In or around the beginning when God created humanity, a choice which the Creator has no doubt questioned the 
wisdom of on several occasions, the spoken plan was for the "little lower than the angels" man and woman to have 
dominion over the animals and any growing thing, because we had reason and they just, you know, were. But God also 
gave us the capacity to discern, consider, weigh possibility and then choose. 
   As with Independence and Freedom from the last two days readings, Reasoning and the God-given power to choose 
also carries with it some considerable responsibility.  
   And we love the power of choice, even if we don't always feel the same about the occasionally gone-awry 
consequences of our choosings. 
   I'm thankful today for the ability to reason and make choices.  
   I find that even those times when I choose poorly (I quit counting a long time ago), there follows an opportunity for 
growth and a chance to be significantly more well-reasoned the next time. That's especially true if, after making the 
first series of poor choices, I lived to tell about it. 
   There's a t-shirt design out there that reads as a definition, Nurse: the first person you see after saying, "Watch this!" 
or "Hold my beer."  
   Ahh, choices...    Certainly, God had a plan for our reasoning ability and the choices we would make were we to 
actually engage in, you know, reasoning.  
   My thankfulness today really rests on how my choices shape me and what the choices I make tell others about who I 
am, what I stand for, and what and whom I value. 
   Archeological history and anthropology have taught us that humans had to learn how to reason and choose wisely, 
sort of growing into it. They had to learn first to be hunter/gatherers so they could be thankful as we were earlier in 
these readings for daily bread and shelter. But early on, eating, sleeping and finding food was about the extent of their 
lives. Sure, they had to learn which berries not to eat, how much salad one person could survive on before moving on 
to which animals tasted better raw or over the fire (yes, man make fire) or which beasts were more likely to kill you 
than you kill them (see Poor Choices/Living to Tell About It, above). 
   So, after we got past the pure instinct of survival, learning to choose evolved into learning to choose wisely. 
   While there are times when I think it would be nice, if not considerably less stressful, to be blissfully unaware, I am 
thankful that I can make choices, both great and small, over little things and big things. 
   And, also thankfully, I've never had the immediate life or potential death of another as a critical component of a 
choice I had to make. 
   Also, among the other things the Creator gifted us along with our reason, God gave us the capacity to pray. And, 
when I realize those choices and their potential consequences are bigger than I can wrap my head around, I remember 
the God who gave me choices also offers me counsel.   And, I am thankful. 
    
Then the king said, “Give the living baby to the first woman. Do not kill him; she is his mother.”                   -1 Kings 3: 16-28 
 
A Thankfulness Question:  When you consider the most difficult choices of your life, what comes to mind? 
 

A Prayer: Grant us wisdom, grant us courage for the living of these days, lest we miss thy kingdom's goal,  
that we fail not man nor thee, serving thee whom we adore.      -Amen 

 
~ Take some time both to journal and to offer thanks for choices made and for those you didn't have to make. ~ 

 



~ 21 Days of Thanks ~ 

~ Day 10 ~ Relationships ~ 
    
   We would gather in the early evening in a coffee shop not far from campus, where our real jobs centered on relaying and 
possibly instilling information and shaping young minds in a myriad of subjects and disciplines including earth science, forensics, 
French, math, world history and journalism. 
   But one evening a month, we'd meet over a cup of coffee, perhaps a sandwich or an occasional gelato, and share our particular 
offerings of creative writing. From short stories, pieces of a novel, poetry, song, they served as the written works in whatever form 
served as the initial glue which connected us and gave us reason to gather.  
  However, years later and many miles between us, we know that the connecting tissue also came to include humor, old pop song 
lyrics, life travels, people on the road with us, future plans, job opportunities, potentially debilitating health concerns, and 
possible relocations... you know, stuff you share when you're in relationship. 
  We still "gather" on respective screens where all can be seen and heard, each with a mug, cup or glass of our "beverage of 
choice" seated at a kitchen table, in a bedroom, study, or on a back patio, but we bring and read and speak our craft. We listen, 
we talk, and richness happens as treasure is shared. 
   Today, I'm thankful for relationships. 
   And this day, I'm separating family from this category. Because we have so little choice of or control over the family we get, it 
seemed more helpful to talk about the relationships we form out of those with whom we share something in common. Besides, 
families are messy. It's okay to say that. And not having to bring that history into every conversation in our other relationships 
make them even more important for us. 
  One of the best aspects of people coming together in this manner is that your zillion other interests or habits, quirks, sports, food 
or clothing preferences, religious or political belief systems, they never have to come up, much less become a game-changer for 
the relationship.   
   Members of our music and worship team at church have come and gone over the years, and a few have lasted for the long haul. 
We like each other, appreciate what each bring to the whole with our respective special gifts, and we laugh a lot. We may not 
agree on neighborhood schools, the speed limit along the major thoroughfares in the neighborhood, who should be mayor, 
whether the state should be red or blue, or even the direction of the church, but none of those have anything to do with why we 
gather. We love making music and working on it together in preparation for worship.  
  You may have bonded with folks in a painting or pottery class, going birding, rock-collecting, in a league softball team, your kid's 
soccer, or guys who fish. Sometimes, too, we just need to gather with folks who think like us, value the same things, so we can talk 
and reason together, or simply lean on one another. 
  We're social beings, and relationships are important because they both protect and stretch us, regardless of the initial reason for 
getting together. But also, there's something sacred and holy about them. 
  I like that a simple and shared common interest can serve as the catalyst for which relationships form. In that way, I end up with 
a group that would have looked a lot different if I had chosen the other participants and had used some personality trait or other 
prejudicial judgment to purposefully not select someone. 
   Something in common doesn't have to mean all things in common. Jesus knew this. You think the folks who made up his 12, or 
so, band of followers would have chosen one another? (Think choosing sides for basketball in junior high) 
   No, Jesus chose the ones he hoped and believed would "follow". That was the criteria, because he already knew the sons of 
Zebedee might not have liked that Peter would get to walk on water, that Thomas may have had doubts about Matthew, or that 
Bartholomew secretly wondered why Jesus loved John best. All, except Judas, would eventually learn the true reason for their 
selection, and "relationships" would serve as a key to help move them all forward. God wanted that for all of them and for us, too. 
  Our band of coffee shop scribes started as a group of guys, in addition to becoming tuned into one another's individual writing 
style, realized we'd also bonded over Bob Seger, Calvin-n-Hobbes, sporty convertibles, a cancer diagnosis, and one of us having 
nowhere to spend Thanksgiving. And from El Paso to Houston to Portland to Puerto Vallarta, we continue to enjoy us, cheer for 
us, grow us, and miss us, because that's what happens in relationship. And, today, I'm thankful for those and all the others. 
 
Then the man and his wife heard the sound of the LORD God as he was walking in the garden in the cool of the day, and they hid from the LORD 
God among the trees of the garden. But the LORD God called to the man, "Where are you?"   -Genesis 3: 8-9 
 
A Thankfulness Question:  What special people-who-would-be-friends became relationships for you? How was that important? 

A Prayer: Holy God, who spends all our lives reminding us how much You want to be in relationship with us,  
help us to do that better with You and much more with others.      -Amen 

~ Take some time both to journal and to consider the treasure of some special relationships. ~ 



~ 21 Days of Thanks ~ 

~Day 11 ~ Nature, Creation & Other Living Things~ 
    
   There's a prayer crafted in the form of a poem and penned by Ralph Waldo Emerson that has its place here because 
it's rather a Thanksgiving prayer, but also because it served as the bedtime prayer for our Erik when he was younger. 
 
For flowers that bloom about our feet, for tender grass so fresh and sweet, Father we thank thee. 
For health and food and love and friends, for everything thy goodness sends,  
Father in heaven we thank thee.   
For this new morning with its light, for rest and shelter of the night, Father we thank thee. 
For song of bird and hum of bee, for all things fair we hear and see,  
Father in heaven, we thank thee.  
 
   I like "We Thank Thee" not just because it was part of sacred family bedtime ritual and about the blessings of creation 
and nature, but also because I don't have to try very hard at all to hear Erik's little boy voice praying "Fodder we fankty" 
followed by God's blessing the litany of family names, in Jesus' name we pray... right before we turned on the soft, 
soothing music of Enya and dimmed the light to send him the rest of the way off to sleep.  
  The truth is, so many of the hymns of our faith that we drop into the Thanksgiving category are the nature/creation 
variety, and we actually carry the theme onward into Advent and Nativity. 
  "Heaven and nature sing," and I am thankful.  
   As you may recall from the Day 4 reading, I love nature so much I could smell it. And whether it's mountains, trees, 
streams, elk, birds, marmots or other varmints, leaves or pine needles, if I can sit amongst 'em, it's a good day. And, I 
promise you, I'm thankful. 
   But we're given permission, through all the creation and nature passages of the Psalms and all the other favorite 
songs of the faith not directly tied to Thanksgiving... so much fair meadows, woodlands and starry host of "Fairest Lord 
Jesus" and wandering through woods, forest glades, hearing birds sing in trees, and looking down from the mountain 
grandeur in "How Great Thou Art". 
   I'm not the guy who needs permission, mind you, but creation and nature made the Thanks list for these 21 days 
precisely because of those days when we're feeling stuck or as if everything good in our life has been thrown on the 
garbage heap by someone else who had no business messing in our stuff, or when the tunnel is dark and there is no 
light at the end of it. And that's when it hits us... we see the new bloom, the bird flits across the limb from one tree to 
another, while squirrel cousins chase each other up and down the trunk of the tree, the hummingbirds play tag with 
the dragonflies, and if you get up and step outside early enough,  the moon still hangs out to the southwest just waiting 
for the sun to rise 10 or 15 degrees above the horizon, because the moon decides the night's not quite done with you 
yet, but what's really happened is a brief shower just offshore dropped enough moisture to turn the sunrise into a 
rainbow. 
   And, we get it, this message that God has created and is creating, and the Creator reminds us. 
   I have to think those were among the things that influenced Emerson, perhaps along with his friend, naturalist Henry 
David Thoreau of Walden Pond and the writings, and even the prayers long before sainthood of little Francesco of 
Assisi, famous for his bond with creation.  
   Francis, Thoreau and Emerson knew the worst kept secret in the universe. Well, and you do, too. 
   Heaven and nature sings.   Fodder we fancty. 
    
Consider the lilies: they neither toil nor spin, yet I tell you, even Solomon in all his glory was not arrayed like one of these.  -Luke 12: 27 
 
A Thankfulness Question:  What are the signs of nature and creation you find most remind you of God at work in the world? 
 

A Prayer: We praise You, God, that the world around us is full of beauty such that our eyes can see your artistry.  
Help us to better hear creation's song... and join in.       -Amen 

 
~ Take some time both to journal and to uncover forgotten memories sparked by the joys of nature. ~ 



~ 21 Days of Thanks ~ 

~ Day 12 ~ Seasons ~ 
    
   Seasons are good, because change is good. 
   Today we are thankful for seasons. 
   We have a running joke in Texas that goes something like, if you step outside and don't like the weather, wait five 
minutes.  
   If you're in the part of the state that is all flatlands and big sky, you can see weather coming from half-a-day away. 
And, if it's October or November, and the approaching cloud bank from a distance has already been dubbed a Blue 
Norther by the weatherman, then you can bet you're not just seeing the weather change; it might be a season. 
   Singer/songwriter Sting has a tongue-in-cheek piece in which he muses that his baby can "be all four seasons in one 
day," changing her mind like she changes her sweater, from warm summer love to a cold stare from a wintry eye. 
"Winter, spring, summer, I'm bound for a fall," he sings. 
   Parts of where we live can be subtle about seasons because they're less pronounced here than other regions in the 
country. We don't know from Punxsutawney Phil and six more weeks of Winter, because most of us feel like we had 
Winter if we had to cover the flowerbed plants twice in December and January. 
   But we do recognize Spring being signaled when the first Bluebonnet and Indian Paintbrush appears along the 
roadside.  
   If we've lived in other regions north of here, vacationed elsewhere or travelled to visit family, we may have 
experienced true and definitive corner-turning changes from Winter to Spring to Summer to Fall. But if we've been 
here for a while, we're conditioned to recognize little more than the longer or shorter days, and that the longest single 
day of the year is about five months long, say May through August or September, when the temperatures linger 
somewhere between 95 and hell. 
   For those who've experienced cold and know it makes their bones hurt, long Summer temps nearing those of a home 
in Hades may seem tolerable or at least preferable to near freezing. 
   God made seasons, live and changing, and I like them. And, we do live them out. 
   Seasons bring order, rotation, and the opportunity for the earth to both supply and replenish, to produce and then 
rest. And, guess what... we, in our lives as humans, need the rhythm of those seasons, too. 
   We know there are seasons to a person's life, a time of awakening and emerging from dormancy to growth and then 
new growth and blooming and fruitfulness and perseverance, then slowing, storing up, stopping more often to notice, 
be aware and reflect, and then slip back toward dormancy again. 
   We had a mutual and adoring friend in our journalistic lives, a true lifelong learner who, even into her eighties, was 
still going to work for me in one of my last newspapers across the bay. Standing tall as an old tree and just as 
productive, Juliet remained fruitful and alive and always eager to delight in learning new things up to within the last 
year or two of her time here among us. Her fruitful time was long, her Spring and Summer extending far beyond the 
normal growing season, so that her Fall and Winter were brief and quick, the way we'd all prefer, I suppose. 
  I love the seasons, what they signal and how they remind us of the natural order of things, and how even Solomon 
spoke to a time of mourning and dancing, war and peace, embracing and refraining from, laughter and crying, joy and 
sorrow, being born and dying. 
  So, seasons give us permission to experience those things, hopefully not all four seasons in one day, but whenever 
they come, it's more than okay to live into them fully, embrace them until we have to let go, and be thankful. 
    
   There is a time for everything, and a season for every activity under the heavens.                               -Ecclesiastes 3:1 
 

A Thankfulness Question:  On two fronts: Some of us have a season of the year we feel most comfortable in. What's yours, and why? 
And, if you were to consider your life in its season, which one or two seasons are you living into right now? 

 
A Prayer: God of the seasons of earth and life, lead us always to better grasp times of labor and rest, fruitfulness and dormancy,  

planting and harvesting, joy and sorrow, life and death, all as part of Your natural order, and be thankful.  -Amen 
 

~ Take some time both to journal and treasure your favorite season and all of them. ~ 



~ 21 Days of Thanks ~ 

~ Day 13 ~ Music, Art & Literature ~ 
    
  Today is for those who create. 
  The Thanks of Day 13 belong to those who turn a blank canvas into light and color with oils and water hued from 
nature to life, nuance and shade,  
  to those who see a tree stump or chunk of marble or granite and chisel and carve away because they have a sense of 
what meaningful shapes lie underneath,  
  or those who call together notes and rhythms and weave them into shapes which transform into melodies simple and 
complicated to give us glimpses of what color may sound like, 
  those who sing or play the works, giving life and voice to the music on the page,  
  then those for whom the music set them to move their feet, whether barefoot, slippered, taps or ballroom or soft-
shoed, because dance was the best response available to them, 
  to the potters with muddy hands on a wheel whose touch forms lump of clay into cup, chalice, bowl, pitcher or my 
favorite dish,  
  those who start with earth-given cottons, wools and silks, and using thinnest of narrow threads to thick yarns to turn 
material texture into tapestry, blanket, quilt, or wearable wrappings for our bodies, 
  and every one of those with word imagery swimming in their heads who found a way to let those thoughts flow down 
your arm and out your fingers holding a pen or tapping the keys and running onto pages where they become stories 
and lives and places which carry us to other times, worlds and feelings, all from the comfort of our own sofa, recliner, 
bed, floor or car seat. 
   I'm thankful for them today, not only because they are living into what it means to be created in God's image, as 
creators themselves, but also as they bring us to listen, see beyond the obvious, enjoy, experience and ultimately give 
audience to their creative gift. 
   I'm the guy who believes God's canvas and crafting table is the aforementioned mountains, streams, clouds, oceans, 
trees and everything that flies, crawls or swims in the midst, and that I walk around in this art and history museum of a 
planet and get to enjoy the Creator's work. And the two-legged, upright walking, thinking, reasoning, small-c creators 
kind of help pull together some of what we may have missed.  
   And, I'm thankful. 
   It's as if Aaron Copland's Appalachian Spring offers addendum and Cliff's notes to God's birdsong and dogwood 
bloom, Barber's Adagio for Strings captures the feeling of how long good-byes and mourning lost loved ones sounds to 
our hearts, and what Rob Grimes'  Tested by Fire and Barbara Wisniewski's Earthworks pottery teach us about useable 
art. 
   So, today is for everyone who ever picked up a cello, clarinet, trumpet, guitar, paint brush, carving knife, chisel, or 
who sat at a potter's wheel, piano or typewriter, or in a seat on a front porch, in a hall or an arena for a concert, ballet, 
musical, drama or opera... because creation happens anew in those places. 
   God gifted you. You bless us. And, it is good. 
    
   Let them praise his name with dancing and make music to him with timbrel and harp.                         -Psalm 149: 3 
 
Praise him with the sounding of the trumpet, praise him with the harp and lyre, praise him with timbrel and dancing, praise him with the 
strings and pipe, praise him with the clash of cymbals, praise him with resounding cymbals.    -Psalm 150:3-5 
 

A Thankfulness Question:  Given paintings, sketches, sculpture, movement, music, textiles, and words on a page, 
where are your creative outlets, and where are you blessed by the creativity of others? 

 
A Prayer: Holy Creator God, we are thankful today for the creation of those who create further, more deeply, joyfully  

and enlightened, as they give additional word and image and sound and stuff to feed our hearts and spirits.      -Amen 
 

~ Take some time both to journal and claim where the creative flows from you and to you. ~ 
 



~ 21 Days of Thanks ~ 

~ Day 14 ~ Diversity ~ 
    
   What I've learned about Diversity in my life has taught me that each time I consider it and work to embrace it, it moves me to 
think outside the box... er, MY box. 
    I'm thinking about people, cultures, customs, and languages when I talk of Diversity today and as I give thanks.  
   Sometimes my own assignments designed to stretch or recalibrate the minds of young people in my classes succeeded in 
stretching mine.  
   So, the assignment was this: If you could have any superpower (the spectacular flying and powerful, caped heroes from the 
comic books of my childhood had become titles to the top grossing movies of this generation), which superpower would you like 
to possess, and how would you use it for good? Obviously, there was an element of "to whom much is given, much will be 
required" in this ask, but it kept them from all wanting to use their new "gift" as a vehicle toward world domination. 
   But as I looked across the room at the faces of the young people who filled it and all their ethnic origins, colors, nations, religions 
and understanding of family and community they held, they were all ingredients in this great stew, and all together, it was rich 
and hearty and really, really good. 
   I needed a superpower. I'd decided what it was. And this great stew I experienced every day told me both why it was important 
and why it needed to be duplicated. 
   So, I decided the most helpful power anyone could have to make the world a better place was the ability to understand and 
speak all languages... every tongue of every nation, so that we all knew what we were all saying, what we all needed, and our own 
ideas about what would make it better for all of us.  
   There's an Alfred Burt carol titled, "Some Children See Him" that will remain stuck in my head now as we move even beyond 
Thanksgiving to Christmas. Its verses speak to how a child in each part of the world "sees" the holy infant, where children may 
imagine him bronzed and brown, almond-eyed with yellow hue, fair of face, or dark as they. "The children in each different place 
will see the baby Jesus' face like theirs but bright with heavenly grace," a twist on the "red and yellow, black and white, precious in 
His sight" that we sang as children. 
   Another thought, 100 years ago when I was in high school, student exchange organizations ran programs where age-equivalent 
students from other countries would visit and attend school in America for a year while living with a host family. From such a 
program, our high school was able to get to know Ria from Greece and Boel from Sweden, learn of their customs, share ours, but 
mostly learn that we didn't have to feel threatened by one another or our respective way of life. 
   Using my writer's group I spoke of earlier, if you traced each of the five of us back to the time before our ancestors arrived here,  
our families started in places we'd now describe as Germany, the Slovak region, the Dominican Republic, Britain, France and the 
Netherlands. And, it's fair to say, whatever cultural challenges, language barriers, moral codes, or belief systems had to be 
adjusted or overcome as they came here (and for some time after their arrival), we all found a way to get along just fine as we 
gathered around the table for coffee and conversation here in the 21st century. 
   Even though none of us grew from seeds originally planted in Ireland, China, India, Italy, Russia, South Africa or Japan, we'd all 
agree we have known and loved people whose ancestors started there. The more places we come from and still end up together, 
the better it is for all of us. 
   I think of the young people who passed through Room 127 and provided student leadership on campus through their work as 
editors. And, I know the stew was so much richer because of Osase, Priyank, Erika, Dua, Sarah and Rohi and what they brought 
than it could have possibly been without their presence and influence. 
   Of course, it wasn't just the stew.  
I was richer, too... even without that superpower. 
   I'm thankful for Diversity today, and I pray you are, too. 
    
After this I looked, and there before me was a great multitude that no one could count, from every nation, tribe, people and language, standing 
before the throne and before the Lamb. They were wearing white robes and were holding palm branches in their hands.             -Revelation 7:9 
 
A Thankfulness Question:  What do you recall as an important ethnic or cultural awareness moment in your life? 
 

A Prayer: Holy Lord, continue to work our hearts to love and understand the brotherhood of man under the fatherhood of God  
to the end that the Kingdom of God may come upon the earth.      -Amen 

 
~ Take some time both to journal and to consider the incredibly diverse ingredients of a really great stew. ~ 

 


